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Dear Editor,

thank you very much for giving us the opportunity to submit a revised version of our manuscript entitled “A matched-pair analysis on survival and response rates between German and non-German cancer patients treated at a Comprehensive Cancer Center” as a publication in your journal.

We carefully read the necessary formatting changes and answered each separately:

1. The mail adress picasso@uni-bonn.de was employed by Ingo G.H. Schmidt-Wolf to create an account in the editorial manager due to technical reasons as a log-in with the mail adress ingo.schmidt-wolf@ukbonn.de was not possible then. The mail address ingo.schmidt-wolf@ukbonn.de which can be found in the manuscript, however, is the professional address. We kindly apologize for the difficulty and hope that we could explain the reason for the inconveniences.

2. No new author has been added since the original submission of the manuscript. The mail adress picasso@uni-bonn.de was employed by Ingo G.H. Schmidt.Wolf as described above.
Additionally, we made the following changes:

3. The author Marie K. Budde has a new mail address (marie.budde@uni-bonn.de) which is updated in the manuscript now.

4. The address listed in the Correspondence section has updated as the street name has been changed into “Venusberg-Campus 1” since the original submission of the manuscript.

The Declaration section also has been completed now.

Again thank you very much for your kind consideration.

Sincerely,

Prof. Schmidt-Wolf

for the authors